3L Student Distance Learning Work for May 22, 26-28th, 2020
Dear 3L Students and Families –
In this packet, you will find your next assignments for our distance learning. Please complete as
much work as you are able to during this week. All scholars should attempt the Music and Art
assignments, even if you do not usually take a Music or Art class. This is a great time to try
something new!
We will be reaching out to you throughout the week to touch base and see how you are doing and if we can provide any help or guidance.
Please complete as much work as you are able to do.
At the end of the week, you will return this completed packet in your labelled bag. Please make sure that a parent or guardian signs
this page before you return your work to school. Make sure you labeled ALL work with your first AND last name!
❑

Day

1
(Friday)

Monday

2
(Tuesday)

3
(Wed.)

4
(Thurs.)

Check off each assignment as you complete it:

Daily Work

Weekly Work

□ Math
□ Saxon 87 – Read Ms. Medcalf’s instructions (page 4 of READING
packet), then do ALL 30 problems on Problem Sets 70, 71, and 72
□ Algebra ½ - Read Ms. Medcalf’s instructions, (page 4 of
READING packet) then do ALL 30 problems on Problem Sets 100, 101,
102
□ Algebra – Do Lessons 101-104 (Entire Problem Set) over the
course of the week
□ English & Penmanship
□ Read Clarifications and Notes (Page 6 of READING packet)
□ Final Test (WORK packet pages 14-21)
□ Spanish
□ Day 1 Worksheet –Capitulo 4A-4, Indirect Object Pronouns (Page
32 of this packet, Instructions page 35-36 of READING packet)

□ History
□ #72 Spread of Industrialization (Worksheet page
26 of this packet, reading on pages 20-22 of your
READING packet)
□ #73 Changes in Society (Worksheet page 27 of this
packet, reading on pages 23-25 of your READING
packet)
□ #74 The Luddites (Worksheet page 28 of this
packet, reading on pages 26-28 of your READING
packet)

Memorial Day
No assigned work today.
Enjoy some extra time with your family!

□ Math
□ Saxon 87 - Continue work on Problem Sets 70-72, 1-30
□Algebra ½: Continue work on Problem Sets 100-102, 1-30
□Algebra: Continue work on Lessons 101-104, 1-30
□ English & Penmanship
□ Read Merchant of Venice: Act 1, Scene 1 and Summary
(READING Packet pages 7-10 and 17)
□ Spanish
□ Day 2 Worksheet, Capitulo 4A-4a, Indirect Object Cont. (Page
33)
□ Math
□ Saxon 87 - Continue work on Problem Sets 70-72, 1-30
□ Algebra ½: Continue work on Problem Sets 100-102, 1-30
□Algebra: Continue lessons 101-104, 1-30
□ English
□ Read Merchant: Act 1, Scenes 2-3 and summaries (READING
Packet pages 10-16 and 17-18)
□ Spanish
□ Day 3 Worksheet – Capitulo 4A-7 Regalos (Page 34)
□ Math
□ Saxon 87 - Continue work on Problem Sets 70-72, 1-30
□ Algebra ½: Continue work on Problem Sets 100-102, 1-30
□Algebra: Continue lessons 101-104, 1-30
□ English
□ Answer Act 1 questions (WORK packet page 22)
□ Spanish
□ Day 4 - Capitulo 7B-4 Oraciones Desordenadas (WORK Page 35)

□ Science
□ Read Darwin’s Theories and complete
worksheets (Worksheet pages 40-42 of this packet,
reading on pages ?39-46 of your READING packet)
□ Latin
□ Study/Read Chapter 29 Grammar and Vocab
(READING packet pages 30-32)
□ Exercises Worksheet - Do odd numbers (Page
30)
□ Optional Enrichment: Do even numbers
□ Spanish (New students only)
□ Capitulo 4A-1, The verb ir (Page 36)
□ Capitulo 4A-2, Ir con’t.(Page 37)
□ Logic
□ Fallacy worksheets (Directions and Worksheet
pages 44-46 of this packet)
□ P.E. (Page 48)
□ Column 1
□ Column 2
□ Column 3
□ Music (Required for all 3L students)
□ Music Assignment #8, Music in My World
Survey (Pages 49-52 of this packet)
□ Art (Required for all 3L students)
□ Open Hand Drawing (Worksheet pages 54 of this
packet, reading/instructions on pages 48-51 of your
READING packet)

PLEASE SIGN AND DATE BELOW BEFORE RETURNING:
Student Full Name (First & Last): __________________________________________
Parent Signature:______________________________________________Date:_____________

3L Math
First and Last Name:__________________
Saxon Level:_______________________
Teacher:____________________
Class Period:__________
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3L English Work
First and Last Name:_______________
English Teacher:_______________
Class Period:_____________
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Test, Part 1 – Objective Questions		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
1.

Irene Morgan did not allow the Virginia police to ______ her right to ride the bus to Baltimore in 1944.
a. emaciate
b. suppress
c.   provide
d. strategize

2.  

A line from Woody Guthrie’s song “This Land Is Your Land” became a ______ to the popular
movement toward peace and equality during the late 1960s.
a.   gory
b. brook
c. rapture
d. maxim

3.

Frederick Douglass’s first master was _____.
a. Captain Anthony
b. Master Tuckahoe
c. his mother
d. the captain’s wife

4.
a.
b.
c.
d.
5.
a.
b.
c.  
d.
6.
a.
b.
c.  
d.

Each enslaved adult received ______ per year.
2 linen shirts, one pair of linen trousers, one pair of stockings
4 linen shirts, one pair of linen trousers, two pair of stockings
4 woolen shirts, one pair of linen trousers, two pair of stockings
4 cotton shirts, one pair of linen trousers, three pair of stockings
According to Douglass, why did the enslaved workers sometimes praise their masters?
They were loyal to their masters who fed and clothed and housed them.
They were human, so they preferred their masters to  masters they did not know.
They did  not know any life different to what they had and assumed their masters were good
people.
If they did not praise their masters, they and their  families  would be beaten or sold away.
What did Mr. Gore believe about the punishment of slaves?
He believed it was a necessary but unpleasant task to punish them.
He believed it was better to punish ten innocent slaves than accuse one master of making
a mistake.
He  believed all the slaves he accused were guilty of the things he accused them of.
He believed slaves should be tried first and then punished if necessary.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Test, Part 1 – Objective Questions		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave

7.  
a.
b.
c.
d.
8.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Why did Douglass want to leave Baltimore, even though he felt freer than he had on the plantation and liked his Baltimore street friends?
His main goal was to further his education in a free state.
He wanted to escape slavery by getting out of the slaveholding states, including Maryland.
He was not liked at the place where he worked, and his master was taking advantage of him.
He wanted to marry a free woman, so he had to go to a free state.
How did his faith in God allow Douglass to remain peaceful, even under impossible  
conditions?
He believed that he would be released from slavery one day by God.
He knew that if he asked through his church, he would find an abolition sympathizer to
help him.
He knew that the master was religious and his own faith made the master want to help him.
He prayed for willingness to keep quiet and obedient until God told him how to escape.

9. What did Douglass realize when he heard the master explain why slaves should not be taught
to read?
a. He realized that his master was right and that the slaves were not happy when they learned
more from books.
b. He realized that reading was his key to freedom.
c. He realized that his master was was confused about the intelligence of black people.
d. He realized that his master was jealous of the time he had been spending with Mrs. Auld.
10.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Why did Mrs. Hamilton abuse the slave Mary so much?
Mary was not a good worker.
Mrs. Hamilton did not like female slaves.
Mrs. Hamilton was jealous because of Master Hamilton’s relationship to Mary.
Mary was crippled.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Test, Part 2 – Objective Questions		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
1.

Candice had to _______ Phillip after she disappointed his hopes at the dance.
a. wretch
b. fret
c. staid
d. console

2.

When Rachel does not  _______with her mother’s rules, she and her mother have to stop
everything until they reach peaceful agreement.
a. abate
b. utter
c. visage
d. comply

3.
a.
b.
c.
d.

What was one of the publications Douglass found that revealed to him there were people who
opposed slavery?
Mrs.  Auld’s Bible
Master Auld’s diary
A speech by Richard Sheridan to support Catholic emancipation from England
An underground railroad guidebook

a.  
b.
c.
d.

Frederick Douglass’s grandmother had _________.
been given a value so she could be sold off at auction.
been a cruel drunkard who mismanaged the slaves.
cared for the sick owner from his childhood to old age and at his deathbed.
disliked Douglass’s mother and taken Douglass away from his brother.

a.
b.
c.
d.

What was considered the meanest thing to do to a slave by the slaveholders?
Starving them
Teaching them to read
Selling them off to another farm
Beating them

a.
b.
c.
d.

What did Douglass do to Hughes and Covey?
He showed them beautiful sailing ships.
He gave each of them a root to keep it in his pocket.
He kicked Hughes in the chest and then beat Covey in a fight.
He exposed their cruelty to his master.

4.

5.

6.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Test, Part 2 – Objective Questions		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
7.

What did the masters MOST want the slaves to do at Christmastime?
a. dance
b. drink  whisky
c. wrestle
d. sing songs together

8.
a.
b.
c.
d.

What did Douglass want more than a kind master and a comfortable place to work and study?
to live upon free land as well as with Freeland
to help escaping slaves
to punish those who were involved with the Railroad
to leave his Baltimore friends.

a.
b.
c.
d.

What did Douglass NOT find in New Bedford, Massachusetts?
sailing ships in the harbor
clean warehouses of brick
well-kept gardens, and workers not being whipped or yelled at.
slaves working happily on the waterfront  

9.

10.
a.
b.
c.
d.

When she first met Douglass, Mrs. Auld had warm kind feelings toward slaves because _____.
she had never had a slave and had earned her own living as a weaver.
she wanted to be a teacher and liked his intelligence.
she was a good Christian woman.
she lived in the city where the appearance of kindness toward slaves was respected.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Written Test Part 1		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
Write 2-3 complete sentences in response to each of the following questions.
1.

During the mid 1800s slaveholders in Maryland bred and kept enslaved people in the manner
that ranchers kept cattle in the west. They separated the young from their mothers, they fed
them from a trough like pigs, and they grouped them with their own children to bond them
in slave/master relationship from an early age. How did Douglass’s own early life develop as
each of these things was done to him?

2.

Why did the slaves not rebel during the holidays, and how did the slave owners manage to
keep them from rebelling during the holiday season? Give specific activities the masters insisted the slaves do over the holidays.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Written Test Part 1		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
3.

How did Mr. Severe cause the slaves to live in terror?

4.

How did Douglass manage to fool his coworkers and his masters so no one would suspect he
was about to escape? (Bonus: Use the word perseverance in your answer.)

5.

Write about Mrs. Auld’s treatment of Douglass and compare it to the treatment he received
from Mr. Auld. How was her treatment of him more cruel than her husband’s?
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Written Test, Part 2		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
Write an opinion paragraph explaining how one of the events from the timeline below might have affected
the slaves in Maryland and West Virginia, where Douglass was a slave.
1.

1846 Douglass slave narrative published
         Douglass European tour
1851 Akron Convention for Women’s Rights Sojourner Truth speaks
1852 Harriet Beecher Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin published
1857 Dred Scott decision, free states must return escaped slaves to masters in slave states
1859 John Brown’s raid, attack on armory to steal weapons for use in escape from slaveholders

Write 2-3 complete sentences in response to each of the following questions.
2.

Frederick Douglass had a goal of living on free land and living with freed slaves. Name three
strategies he used to accomplish this goal.

3.

Why did Douglass have penmanship contests using chalk and walls with the poor white boys
in his neighborhood? Give the reason that relates to his goal of escape, and also give the reasons that were personal to him.
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Name: ________________________

Date: _________________________

Final Written Test, Part 2		
Narrative of The Life of Frederick Douglass, An American Slave
4.

After he became knowledgeable about slaveholders, why was Douglass unwilling to be submissive toward them? Give an example from the text that shows clearly what happened and how
Douglass learned of the slaveholders’ weakness.

5.

In New York, there was great danger to escaping slaves. Why? (Bonus: Use a form of the word
sanction in your answer.)
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Act 1 Questions
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5. Does Antonio seriously think Shylock will take his flesh? What does Shylock say to alleviate his worry?

4. Write an exact quote from Act 3 that shows why Shylock hates Antonio.

3. How does Portia feel about her deceased father’s method of selecting a husband for her? So far, how successful has it been in
eliminating inappropriate suitors?

2. What plan does Bassanio have to pay Antonio back?

1. Why does Bassanio set his sights on Portia? What stands in his way? How does he plan to overcome those barriers?

Directions: Answer each question in full sentences and cursive. Then, tear this sheet out of your packet and turn it in on Friday. I ONLY need you
two question sheets- you should keep the readings.

Name: ___________

13
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3L History
First and Last Name____________
Teacher___________
Class Period _______
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3L Latin Work
First and Last Name:_______________
Magister Feicht
Class Period:_____________
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Latin Exercises:

Name: _____________________
Hour (2nd, 3rd, etc.):____________

Directions: Closely examine each sentence, and CIRCLE whether the subjunctive is
a result or purpose clause. Then, translate!
**Odd Numbers are required; even numbers are optional/enrichment!**
1. ( result / purpose )

tanta fēcit ut urbem servāret.

2. ( result / purpose )

haec fēcit ut urbem servāret.

3. ( result / purpose )

strēnuē labōrat ut multa perficiat.

4. ( result / purpose )

tam strēnuē labōrat ut multa perficiat.

5. ( result / purpose )

hoc magnā benevolentiā dīxit nē eōs offenderet.

6. ( result / purpose )

hoc tantā benevolentiā dīxit ut eōs nōn offenderet.

7. ( result / purpose )

saltus erat angustus, ut paucī Graecī multōs mīlitēs prohibēre
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3L Spanish Work
First and Last Name:__________________
Senora Serrano
Class Period:__________
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3L Science Work
First and Last Name:__________________
Teacher:____________________
Class Period:__________
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Name: _________________________________ Teacher: ________________________ Hour: _______
3L Section 1 Assessment – Darwin’s Theory
1. List three general kinds of observations that Darwin made during the voyage of the Beagle.

2. Contrast Galápagos iguanas to South American iguanas.

3. What is an adaptation? Explain how the claws of the Galápagos and South American iguanas are
adaptations.

4.

How did Darwin explain why the Galápagos species had different adaptations than similar South
American species?

5. How does selective breeding support Darwin’s hypothesis?

6.

What is variation? What is natural selection?
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7.

How do variation and natural selection work together to help cause evolution?

8. Suppose the climate in an area becomes much drier than it was before. What kinds of variations
in the area’s plants might be acted on by natural selection?

Darwin’s Observations (p. 139)
9. Is the following sentence true or false? Charles Darwin was not surprised by the variety of living
things he saw on his voyage around the world. ____________________
10. A group of similar organisms that can mate with each other and produce fertile offspring is
called a(n) ____________________________________.
11. A(n) _______________________________________ is the preserved remains or traces of an
organism that lived in the past.
12. Is the following sentence true or false? Darwin observed the greatest diversity of organisms on
the Galápagos islands. _____________________________________
Galápagos Organisms (pp. 140-141)
13. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about Darwin’s observations.
a. Many Galápagos organisms were similar to organisms on mainland South America
b. Iguanas on the Galápagos Islands had small claws for climbing trees.
c. Darwin thought the ancestors of Galápagos animals and plants came from the mainland
South America
d. All tortoises living in the Galápagos Islands looked exactly alike.
14. Darwin noticed many differences among similar _________________________________ as he
traveled from one Galápagos island to the next.
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Look at the bird beaks below. Match the bird beaks with the kind of food the bird eats.
Kind of food

Bird Beaks

15. Insects ________
16. Seeds _________

17. A trait that helps an organism survive and reproduce is a(n) _____________________________ .
Evolution (p. 142)
18. Circle the letter of each sentence that is true about Darwin’s conclusion.
a. Darwin understood immediately why Galápagos organisms had many different
adaptations.
b. Darwin thought the Galápagos organisms gradually changed over many generations.
c. Darwin believed that evolution had occurred on the Galápagos Islands.
d. Selective breeding helped Darwin understand how evolution might occur.
19. Circle the letter of the terms that means a well-tested concept that explains many observations.
a. Idea
b. Evolution
c. Scientific theory
d. Hypothesis
Natural Selection (pp. 143 – 145)
20. In his book The Origin of Species, Darwin explained that evolution occurs by means of
_____________________ .
21. Is the following sentence true or false? Individuals with variations that make them better and
adapted to their environment will not survive. _____________
Match the factors that affect the process of natural selection with their definitions.
_______22. Effect caused by limited food and other resources.

A. overproduction

_______23. Difference between individuals of the same species

B. competition

_______24. Effect caused by species producing more offspring
than can survive.

C. variations

25. Is the following sentence true or false? Only traits that are controlled by genes can be acted
upon by natural selection ____________________________.
26. Is the following sentence true or false? Darwin knew all about genes and mutation. __________
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3L Logic
First and Last Name:__________________
Teacher:____________________
Class Period:__________
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3L Logic
First and Last Name:
Grade:
Teacher:
For the next few weeks, each logic assignment will include a handful of fallacies. This week the fallacies
will be Ad Fontem Arguments (arguments against the source). Ad Fontem Arguments are arguments
that distract by focusing attention on the source of the arguments, rather than the issue itself. Here are
four different types of Ad Fontem Arguments:
Ad Hominem Abusive- arguments that attempt to avoid the issue by insulting an opponent with abusive
Language.
Ad Hominem Circumstantial- arguments that try to discredit an opponent because of their background,
affiliations or self interest in the matter at hand.
Tu Quoque – arguments that assume a rival’s recommendation should be discounted because the rival
does not always follow it himself.
Genetic Fallacy- arguments that state an idea should be discounted simply because of its source of
origin.

Assignment Part One: For each example, identify which type of fallacy is being committed and your
reasoning why.

1. Teacher: “Bob please spit your gum out, remember students are not allowed to chew gum.”
Bob: “But I saw you chewing gum the other day!”
Fallacy Committed:
Reasoning:

2. Bob: “The weatherman says it is going to rain tomorrow.”
Susie: “Oh I am sure it wont rain, the weatherman has been wrong may times before.”
Fallacy Committed:
Reasoning:
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3. Susie: “Here let me help you with this math problem that you got wrong.”
Bob: “I am sure you cannot help me with this problem because I think your necklace is really
ugly.”
Fallacy Committed:
Reasoning:

4. Bob: “Hey Susie I think you will be a better soccer player if you kick the ball like this instead.”
Susie: “Bob you play basketball, not soccer, so I don’t think you know what you are talking
about.”
Fallacy Committed:
Reasoning:

Assignment Part Two: Write four of your own examples of these fallacies being committed, one for each
type. Make sure to identify which type of fallacy each example represents.
Example One:

Example Two:
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Example Three:

Example Four:
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3L Physical Education
First and Last Name:__________________
Teacher:____________________
Class Period:__________
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Name: _______________________________
Circle: Red or Blue

Teacher (Circle): MANGOLD or BECK

Hour:____________

SOL Gym Class Guide – Week of May 25th – May 29th
Scholars: Please do a minimum of 20 minutes of continuous exercise 3 times a week, or every day if you
want. Exercise will help you manage stress and is a great way to take a break.

All 1L, 2L, 3L and 4L Students:

Monday
(Memorial Day)

Remember all
those who gave
their lives for our
Freedom!

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

1. Stretch/Warm
up for 5 minutes
using our daily
stretching routine.
Include push-ups,
sit-ups, planks to
challenge yourself.

1. Stretch/Warm
up for 5 minutes
using our daily
stretching routine.
Include push-ups,
sit-ups, planks to
challenge yourself.

1. Stretch/Warm
up for 5 minutes
using our daily
stretching routine.
Include push-ups,
sit-ups, planks to
challenge yourself.

1. Stretch/Warm
up for 5 minutes
using our daily
stretching routine.
Include push-ups,
sit-ups, planks to
challenge yourself.

2. Do 15 minutes
of continuous
exercise. Choose
from the list
below.

2. Do 15 minutes
of continuous
exercise. Choose
from the list
below.

2. Do 15 minutes
of continuous
exercise. Choose
from the list
below.

2. Do 15 minutes
of continuous
exercise. Choose
from the list
below.

3. Have a parent
initial here after
you complete your
workout.
___________

3. Have a parent
initial here after
you complete your
workout.
___________

3. Have a parent
initial here after
you complete your
workout.
___________

3. Have a parent
initial here after
you complete your
workout.
___________

Complete #1-2 THREE times a week and have your parents initial box #3 when you finish each workout.
We want you to get moving! Here are some ideas for continuous exercise: go for a run, jump, juggle, lift
weights, dance, do household chores like vacuuming, jump rope, bounce a ball, walk where you’re
allowed, create a minute-2-win it challenge, invent a game, throw a ball, play catch, climb, etc. You can
also make up a game of your own!
Take care of yourselves! -Magister Mangold and Magister Beck
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Scholar Name: ___________________________

SOL Music Lesson
“Music in My World”
Week of May 26, 2020
This week’s music lesson is in the form of a survey. The survey asks you to think
about your own music listening habits. What kind music do you listen to, and
when do you listen to it? How does music help you to feel better and
accomplish more? Your answers to questions like these will help form a better
picture of how music is a part of your life.
A survey is not like a test, where often there is only one correct answer.
In a survey, each person’s answers can be very different, and still be “correct”
in the sense that they are an honest reflection of what that person thinks or
believes. Your answers could be the same or similar to someone else’s, but
they do not have to be. Surveys help us understand where individual points of
view are different, and where there is general agreement on a topic.
In the “For Further Exploration” section you can learn more about
music’s power to improve our mood and even, as has been claimed, to
increase our intelligence.
Important: The survey has two pages. Please put your full name on both
pages before returning your completed survey.
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Your full name: ____________________________________ Level (circle): 1L 2L 3L 4L

Welcome to the “Music in My World” Survey!
Please answer the following questions, following the directions in Italics. In a survey there
are no universal right or wrong answers, only answers that are true for you personally.
At what times of day do you usually listen to music? (Please circle any that apply)
• When I wake up
• Before breakfast
• During meals
• During breaks
• Before I do my school work
• While I do my school work
• When I have finished my work
• Before I go to bed
• Other time(s) (please specify): ___________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
How often do you listen to music while you do your school work? (Circle one answer)
Sometimes

Often

Always

Never

How often do you listen to music as you get ready to do your school work? (Circle one answer)
Never

Always

Sometimes

Often

What kind of music do you listen before or during your study time? (Circle one answer)
• Only music with lyrics
• Only instrumental music (without lyrics)
• A mix (some music with lyrics, some without lyrics)
What kind of music do you like the most? (Circle only one answer)
Calming

Energetic

Inspiring

Slow

Fast

Aggressive

Other (be as specific as you can) __________________________________________
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Your full name: ____________________________________ Level (circle): 1L 2L 3L 4L
(Music in My World Survey, page 2 of 2)
Which of the following types of music do you like the most? (circle only one answer)
Rap

Country

Pop

Jazz

Classical

Rock

Other type of music (be as specific as you can) ____________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Why do you listen to music? (Circle any that apply)
•
•
•
•
•

It motivates me
It drowns out noise and other distractions
It stimulates my mind
It relaxes me
Other reasons (please specify): __________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________

If you do not listen to music, what are the reasons for this? __________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________
Do you
•
•

Play an instrument?
Sing?

Yes
Yes

No
No

If yes, what instrument(s) do you play?

End of Survey. Thank you for participating!
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For Further Exploration

Influential Music. Ancient Greek writers recommended the study of music as a way to
become better human beings. They also recognized that the music we listen to has the
power to influence how we think, feel, and behave. Aristotle recommended listening to
different melodies, depending on the goal of our listening – are we trying to improve
ourselves, to be inspired to action, or be moved to tears? In ancient Sparta, certain
types of music were not allowed because they were thought to make people behave in
negative ways. You can read Aristotle’s thoughts on music and education in Book 8 of
his Politics: http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=urn:cts:greekLit:tlg0086.tlg035.perseus-eng1

Entrainment and Empathy. Coordinated rhythmic activity (entrainment) helps us
become more attuned to each other, leading to better understanding and teamwork. It
helps us identify with what others are thinking and feeling in a specific situation, and to
react with empathy in an appropriate and caring way. Read more here:
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1571064515001608?via%3Dihub#! (scroll down for
the text)

The Mozart Effect. Listening to classical music has been said to encourage brain
development in babies, and to have short-term intelligence-boosting effects for anyone
who listens to it on regular basis. Read more here:
https://www.classicfm.com/music-news/the-mozart-effect/

Create Your Own Survey. Do you want to see what people think about a certain topic? If
you have the questions, websites such as https://www.surveymonkey.com/ and
https://www.google.com/forms/about/ can help you get answers. They help you to
design and deliver your own surveys, with lots of options for different types of
questions. A survey is a great way to get a sampling of a spectrum of opinions and to
gather data that you can use in variety of personal and academic projects.
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3L Art
First and Last Name:______________________
Magister Zachman
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First & Last Name:
Hour
Red or Blue day

3L Work page: please draw your picture on this sheet.
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